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Summary of Previous Session

CORBA Component Modeling and Communications
CORBA Naming and Trading Services

POA, COSNaming, COSTrading
RMI / RMI-IIOP Component Modeling and Communications
RMI / RMI-IIOP Naming and Trading Services

JNDI and Jini
COM+, DNA, and .Net
Web- and Application-Enabling Facilities
Readings
Class Project & Assignment #3b
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Part I

Review
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Activation Services

See Session 6 Handout:
The RMI Activation Framework

See Session 6 Handout:
CORBA Activation Service - Portable Object Adapter (POA)

6

Naming Services 

See Session 7 Handout:
The RMI Naming Service
Naming Services – CosNaming
The CosNaming Module

See Session 7 Sub-Topic 2 Presentation:
Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI)
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Directory and Trading Services

See Session 7 Sub-Topic 3 Presentation: 
OMA Trading Services

See Session 7 Handouts:
JNDI
Jini - The Universal Network?
Jini Connection Technology

8

Part II

Messaging Services
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Messaging Services
CORBA Messaging Services

CORBA Event Service
CORBA Notification Service

J2EE Messaging Services
JMS
JavaMail
See Session 8 Handout

Understanding Java Messaging and JMS

.Net / COM+ Messaging Services
Communication provided by Microsoft Windows OS Services
COM + MSMQ

10

CORBA Messaging Services

CORBA Messaging Service
Based on CosEvents and CosNotification Services
CORBA 3 adds Filters, Quality of Service, and Structured 
Events

CORBA 3 adds Filters, Quality of Service, and Structured events
Structured events promote lightweight notification

Implementations: TAO 1.1
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CORBA 3 Structured Events

12

Java Messaging Service

Handles both Synchronous and Asynchronous Messaging
Topic / point-to-point messaging
Queue / publish-and-subscribe messaging

Common Way for Java Programs to Create / Send / 
Receive / Read Enterprise Messages
Used in Conjunction with MOM Products

e.g., TIBCO, MQSeries

Different Message Types
TextMessages, MapMessages, ObjectMessages, etc.
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Java Messaging Service (JMS)
(connection, session, and messaging facilities)

14

JMS Synchronous Subscriber Example
// Lookup admin objects on default host

InitialContext ic = null; 

ic = new InitialContext ();

ic.bind ();

// Lookup connection factory and Topic names

TopicConnectionFactory tcf =

(TopicConnectionFactory) ic.lookup ("primaryTCF");

Topic topic = (Topic)ic.lookup("primaryTopic");

// Dispose of InitialContext Resources

ic.dispose();

// Create and start a topic connection

TopicConnection topicConnection = tcf.createTopicConnection();

topicConnection.start ();

System.out.println("Creating topic session: not transacted, auto ack");
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JMS Synchronous Subscriber Example
(continued)

// Create topic session on the connection just created

TopicSession topicSession =

topicConnection.createTopicSession(false,1);

// Create subscriber

TopicSubscriber topicSubscriber =

topicSession.createSubscriber(topic);

// Listen for messages synchronously (blocking receive)

while (true) {

TextMessage textmsg2 = (TextMessage)topicSubscriber.receive();

System.out.println("Received : " + textmsg2.getText() );

}

16

JMS vs. RMI

RMI
Limited client connections
Poor performance (no resource pooling, no store-and-forward, no 
load balancing)
No guaranteed messaging and security
Static client/servers with location dependent code

JMS 
Specification / vendors address inherent RMI limitations
JMS may be implemented on top of RMI 
(java.rmi.server.RMISocketFactory) or sockets (java.net.Socket)
Socket-based implementations are better throughput
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JMS vs. JavaSpaces
JavaSpaces

Distributed persistence and data exchange mechanism for Java
JavaSpace data is stored in entries (typed grouping of fields)
Client API allows writing, lookup, and removal of entries
Java programs/applets can use JavaSpaces to store their state
API includes support leasing, transactions, and events
Runs on top of RMI and provides an alternative to JMS
Only supports transient objects on a small scale

JMS 
Supports large scale transient objects
Designed to support access beyond firewalls
Supports high performance and response times

18

JMS vs. InfoBus

InfoBus
Solution for interconnecting Java components (e.g., Lotus’ Kona 
Applets) or arbitrary Java classes
Virtual traffic cop for components on a web page
Tags applets by content that can be exchanged among components
JavaBeans components registered can exchange data with applets
Provides data producer, consumer, and controller modules
Designed for components working together in the same JVM

JMS 
Supports communication across components that go beyond a 
single JVM
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JMS vs. JSDT

Java Shared Data Toolkit
Library that allows the addition of collaborative features to Java applets and 
applications
Supports the creation of network centric applications

e.g., shared whiteboards, chat environments, remote presentations, shared 
simulations, data distribution for enhanced group data workflow, etc.

Supports many simultaneous users and uses raw IP delivery (highly 
collaborative, and high bandwidth services)
Designed to work across the Internet (via HTTP) and firewalls

JMS
Non real-time
Can use raw IP for delivery or higher-level protocols (SMTP, RMI, Java 
sockets)

20

When to Use JMS
Use JMS in environments where CORBA has not been 
embraced and where Java applications needs to transact 
asynchronously
Use RMI for synchronous messaging where performance is 
not an issue
Although inefficient, JMS can be used across the firewall 
via HTTP tunneling (same as RMI/no data push from 
server to clients)
Use to isolate programmers from low-level transport APIs 
while they focus on delivering enterprise-wide messaging
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.Net / COM+ MSMQ Messaging
Upon queued component instantiation

Local recorder proxy object is created

As the client makes method calls
Local recorder object serializes the calls into MSMQ messages

Client commits the object by releasing all references to it
Message is passed to the server via MSQM
Special service running on the server de-queues messages and 
instantiate the component using a player proxy 

Upon failure
A message is placed back on the queue

Getting back to the client
No response needed
Response queues (asynchronous reporting)
Pass by value interface references 

22

COM+ Queued Components
(decoupled asynchronous processing)
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Using COM+ Queued Components Svc.

Example:

IOrder* pOrder = 0;
CoCreateInstance( CLSID_Order,

...
IID_IOrder,
(void**) &pOrder );

pOrder->put_Customer( 2000 );
pOrder->put_Quantity( 2 );
CComBSTR bstrSKU( "3535-2334" );
pOrder->put_SKU( bstrSKU );

long lOrderNumber;
pOrder->Submit( &lOrderNumber );
pOrder->Release();

24

COM Event Handling Mechanisms

Events/Callbacks via client interface
Client implements an interface defined by the component
See Advise/Unadvise methods in previous slide
Events/notifications are handled via calls through the client interface

Connectable Objects via COM Events model
Uses standard COM IConnect-ionPoint interfaces
Includes runtime recovery and minimal multi-casting capabilities
Objects play the role of publishers/subscribers
No support for persistent connection
Overall complex Event model to use

COM+ Events model
Introduces an event class object to decouple publisher and subscriber
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COM+ Events

26

Using COM+ Events
COM Event Model:

// Our event interface
interface IMyEvents : IUnknown
{   HRESULT SomethingHappened( BSTR 

bstrWhat );
}
// An interface on our component
interface ISomeInterface : IUnknown
{   ...

HRESULT Advise( IMyEvents* pIEvents );
HRESULT Unadvise();

}

COM+ Event Model:
interface IEventClass : public IDispatch
{

HRESULT put_EventClassID( BSTR bstrEventClassID );
HRESULT put_EventClassName( BSTR 

bstrEventClassName );
HRESULT put_FiringInterfaceID( BSTR 

bstrFiringInterfaceID );
...     

};
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Communication Policies in .Net 
Applications/Services

28

Part III

Transaction Services
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Transaction Service at Work

30

Transaction Services
CORBA Transaction Service

Available as an OMG specification
Implementations: Orbacus OTS, Encina++, OrbixOTM, etc.
Specification used to derive JTS described in part II of this 
slide set (implements Java mapping of the CORBA OTS 1.1)

J2EE Transaction Service
JTA and JTS
See Session 8 Handout

JTS - Demarcated Transactions Support

.Net / COM+ Messaging Services
COM + MTS (see Session 7 sub-topic 1 presentation)
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Java Transaction Service (JTS)
EJB model implements two-phase commit, transaction context 
propagation, and distributed transactions
Transaction is an “ACID” unit of work

Atomic, Consistent, Isolated, Durable
EJB transaction policies are defined at deployment time

Bean-demarcated transactions
Client-demarcated transactions

Transactional scope
Scope includes any bean that participate in the bean method

Transaction scope is traced by looking at the thread of execution, 
and is also determined by transaction attributes

32

Transaction Attributes

Attributes may apply to a whole bean or individual methods 
Six attributes are supported by container to specify the way it 
manages transaction:

TX_NOT_SUPPORTED
TX_SUPPORTS
TX_REQUIRED
TX_REQUIRES_NEW
TX_MANDATORY
TX_BEAN_MANAGED
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TX_NOT_SUPPORTED

Container invokes bean methods without a transaction context
When bean method is invoked from within a transaction context, 
the container suspends that transaction context 

34

TX_SUPPORTS
Container includes the bean or method within the transaction scope 
in which it is invoked
If the bean method is invoked without a transaction context, the
container invokes the bean without a transaction context
When bean method is invoked from within a transaction context, 
the bean and everything it accesses becomes part of the transaction 
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TX_REQUIRED
Containers invokes the bean within a transaction scope
When bean method is invoked from within a transaction context, 
the container invokes the bean from within that transaction context
When bean method is invoked without a transaction context, the 
container creates a new transaction context and passes it to any
beans that are used by this bean method

36

TX_REQUIRES_NEW

Container always invokes the bean method with a new transaction 
context regardless of existing transaction contexts
New transaction context is passed to all beans or resources used by 
the bean method 
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TX_MANDATORY
Container always invokes the bean method within the transaction 
context associated with the client
javax.jts.TransactionRequired Exception is raised if the bean 
method is invoked without a transaction context
Transaction context is passed to any beans used by the bean 
method 

38

TX_BEAN_MANAGED
Container does not manage the bean class’ transactional context
The bean class uses JTA’s javax.jtx.UserTransaction to explicitely 
manage transaction boundaries
If one method uses this attribute, all methods must manage 
transaction on their own
More efficient for EJBs that provide stateless services 
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SQL Transaction Isolation Levels
Determines how isolated transactions are for read purposes
Isolation levels are defined in the ANSI/ISO SQL92 standards
Prevents the following between concurrently executing 
transactions:

Dirty reads: transaction reading uncommited data from another 
transaction
Non repeatable reads: transaction rereading data previously 
read and finding that another commited transaction has 
modified or deleted the data
Phantom reads: transaction executing a query and finding out 
that another commited transaction inserted addition rows in the 
set of records returned by the query

40

EJB Isolation Levels
Levels mapped in JDBC to static variables defined in 
java.sql.Connection interface
All methods invoked in the same transaction must have same 
isolation level
TRANSACTION_READ_UNCOMMITTED

Transaction can read uncommitted data
TRANSACTION_READ_COMMITTED

Transaction cannot read uncommitted data
TRANSACTION REPEATABLE READ

Transaction cannot change data read by another transaction
More constrained than “read committed”

TRANSACTION_SERIALIZABLE
Transaction has exclusive read/update privileges via data locking
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EJB Isolation Levels
(continued)

TX_SERIALIZABLE (continued)
Does to data what the synchronized keyword does to methods
Other transactions can neither write nor read the same data
Most restrictive to guarantee the highest level of data integrity
Slower as simple reads must wait in line
EJBs need to be fine-tuned for performance by leveraging the 
level of reads that will occur on the database, and its handling of 
locking and choice of isolation level

42

Client-Demarcated Transactions
JTS specification is based on CORBA OTS 1.1

Implements a Java transaction manager that sits between an 
application and one or more transaction-capable resource 
managers (e.g., database servers, messaging systems, etc.)

JTS includes the JTA API
JTA API can be used to group operations into logical transactions
Packages: org.omg.CosTransactions and org.omg.CosPortability

http://java.sun.com/products/jts/javadoc/org/omg/CosTransactions/package-summary.html

JTA services:
Transactional operations in client applications
Transactional operations in app. servers (on behalf of clients)
Global transaction management in a Java transaction manager (to 
coordinate multiple resource managers)
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JTA Usage (http://java.sun.com/jta)
EJBs use JTA’s high-level transaction manager interface

javax.transaction.UserTransaction interface is exposed to EJB 
programmers (required by EJB spec.) to communicate with the 
transaction manager and control transaction boundaries
Important methods:

public void begin() - nested transaction support up to TM
public void commit() - may throw RollbackException
public int getStatus()
public void rollback() - remove Transaction/thread association
public void setRollbackOnly() - used to veto a transaction explicitely
public void setTransactionTimeout()

EJB server uses JTA’s high-level transaction manager interface and a 
standard Java mapping of the X/Open XA protocol 
(javax.transaction.xa.package)

44

Getting Transaction Access
All methods must have the TX_BEAN_MANAGED attribute
Bean methods can access transaction service via 
getUserTransaction() in javax.ejb.EJBContext interface (parent 
interface for SessionContext and EntityContext)
public void doTransaction(String customerName, String 

password,int age) throws MyException{
try{
UserTransaction trans=sessionctx.

ctx.getUserTransaction().begin(); 
Context ctx = new InitialContext(); 
TranstestHome home = (TranstestHome) 
ctx.lookup("ejb.TranstestHome"); 
Transtest bean = home.create(); 
bean.putUser(”xyz","word"); 
bean.putAge(”xyz",10);
trans.commit();
}catch(Exception e){

trans.rollback();
throw new MyException("an exception occurred" +e);}}
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Getting Transaction Access
(continued)

JTA allows exposure of the UserTransaction object via JNDI
Approach compromises portability as other EJB servers may not 
support this approach
Context ctx = new InitialContext();

UserTransaction utx =

(UserTransaction)ctx.lookup("ajndiname");

utx.begin();
// do work
utx.commit();

In the case of entity beans and stateless session beans:
Transaction managed via UserTransaction must begin and end in 
the same method
Reason is that this type of bean instances are shared across many 
clients via instance pooling and instance swapping on the server

46

Getting Transaction Access
(continued)

Stateful beans:
Allow UserTransaction object to span multiple method as there is only one 
instance associated with a client and it maintains conversational state
Bean/transaction state is consistent even if the container may internally 
activate/passivate to leverage server resources
public class MyStatefulBean implements SessionBean {

public SessionContext ctx;

public void setSessionContext(SessionContext ctx){

this.ctx=ctx;}

public void method1(){

ctx.getUserTransaction().begin();

// do some work}

public void method2(){

// do some more work }

public void method3(){

// do yet some more work and finally commit

ctx.getUserTransaction().commit();}
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Getting Transaction Access
(continued)

Stateful beans (continued)
Repeated calls to getUserTransaction() return a reference to the same 
UserTransaction object.
UserTransaction.getStatus() may be called to check the UserTransaction state
Transaction state between method calls may be cached and database updates 
postponed to improve performance
javax.ejb.SessionSynchronization allows the server to inform a stateful session 
bean of the various stages in the transaction by invoking callback methods

afterBegin():notifies bean that a new transaction has started (invoked prior 
to the delegation of business methods to the instance)
afterCompletion(): notifies bean that transaction has completed (should be 
used to reset instance variables)
beforeCompletion(): notifies bean that transaction is about to be commited

Client-demarcated transactions across methods should be avoided as they are 
overly complex and may lock up resources

48

Exception Handling and Transactions
Exception handling depends on the type of exception, isolation level, and 
transactional attribute of the bean method
Any exception thrown outside the transaction scope causes a rollback
Example involving two stateless session beans (MiddleBean/TranstestBean)
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Exception Handling and Transactions
(continued)

Stateless beans deployment scenarios for the example suggested in the 
previous slide:

50

Exception Handling and Transactions
(continued)

Illustrated explanation of the three possible scenarios that result from 
throwing a deliberately planted exception as per the example suggested:
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Exception Handling and Transactions
(continued)

Example Case 1: 
Transaction context is propagated to TranstestBean
When exception is thrown in second bean, it falls within the transaction context and 
propagates up
Container traps the exception in the first bean and rolls back the transaction

Example Case 2:
Second bean does not participate in the transaction, and the transaction context is not 
propagated to it
Exception thrown falls outside the transaction context and is detected by the 
container that rolls back the transaction
There is no way to undo any changes made by the second bean

Example Case 3:
The second bean has a new transaction context for each method
The transaction of the exception-throwing method is rolled back
The exception moves up and the container rolls back the initial transaction
Second method executes successfully in its own transaction

52

Exception Handling and Transactions
(continued)

Exception handling guidelines:
If an exception is meant to signify that the method cannot complete 
successfully, it should not be caught
If an exception is caught, the method should try to correct the problem 
and continue
In order for the transaction to be rolled back, a method must throw an 
exception and propagate out of it
Application exception will not cause rollback if they are thrown and 
caught within the transactional scope
Runtime or unchecked exceptions always cause a transaction to rollback 
regardless of the transaction attribute or transactional scope
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Exception Handling and Transactions
(continued)

Unilateral Decisions:
Transaction manager allows certain heuristic/speculative decisions based 
on the state of participating resources in a transaction and the underlying 
two-phase commit protocol
Decisions occur when one of the resources in the transaction unilaterally 
decides to commit or rollback the transaction (without TM permission)
Resulting exceptions caused by breaking a transaction atomicity:

javax.transaction.HeuristicCommitException
Rollback requested but all updates were committed instead

javax.transaction.Heuristic.MixedException
Some updates were committed and others were rolled back

javax.transaction.HeuristicRollbackException
All relevant updates were rolled back

54

Part IV

Security Services
Security in J2EE Web-Enabled Enterprise Applications
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Java Security

Java Security API
Java Authentication and Authorization Service (JAAS)
Java Cryptography Extension (JCE)
Java Secure Socket Extension (JSSE)
http://www.javasoft.com/security/index.html

Signed Applets:
http://java.sun.com/products/plugin/index-1.4.html

RSA Signed Applets:
http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.4.1/docs/guide/plugin/developer_guide/rsa_how.html
http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.4.1/docs/guide/plugin/developer_guide/rsa_signing.html
http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.4/docs/guide/plugin/developer_guide/rsa_deploying.html

56

Security Requirements 
for Distributed Applications

Security model based on the origin of running code is not 
sufficient
Authentication (i.e., checking credentials) of either or 
both parties is necessary as requests themselves must be 
trusted
Both client and server may want to check their identities 
(i.e., mutual authentication)
Security scheme should support authorization levels
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Basic Authentication with HTTP
HTTP Built-in challenge/response authentication

Verify that both parties know a shared password
Client HTTP request: 

GET /secureApp/resource1 HTTP/1.1 Host:foo
Server challenge: 

HTTP/1.1 401 Unauthorized WWW-Authenticate: Basic realm=“homer”
Client: Get /secureApp/resource1 HTTP/1.1 Host:foo Authorization: Basic 
(base-64 encoded user name/password)
Server: if (ok) then (possibly) “403 Access Denied” else “401 Unauthorized”, 

Limitations:
Authentication info must be included with every request, as it cannot be 
cached securely, and base-64 encoding is not encryption => need encrypted 
link and strong server authentication

58

Digest Authentication with HTTP 1.1
Client must prove knowledge of a password without transmitting it
More safeguards against replay attacks
Authenticate header contains the authentication scheme (“digest”), realm, 
and “nonce” (i.e., “number once”)
Client calculates a digest in response based on these parameters and the 
user name/password, HTTP method and request URI
Digest is a fixed-length encoding of some data (MD5 algorithm)

Data cannot be inferred from the digest
Two digests are identical for the same data

Server creates a message digest using the client response and compares it
Limitations: servers must store client passwords securely, and the 
approach is still subject to replay attacks (need to secure the “nonce” 

parameter using URL/IP address/time stamp/private key and server 
would need to refuse a previously seen “nonce”)
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HTTP-related Security
(inherent limitations)

The safer the “nonce”, the greater the load on the server, 
and the more authentication required on the part of the 
caller
Multiple authentication schemes

Server sends a challenge with multiple WWW-authenticate headers
Not a good idea as authentication scheme can be easily downgraded to acquire 
passwords

Both basic and digest authentication rely on a shared secret
No provision for secure exchange of shared secret
No cryptographic assurance of parties’ identity
Do not use the secret to guarantee data integrity
Do not use the secret to hide data using encryption

60

Encrypted Communication
Encrypt data with a key so that it can only be decrypted with a 
matching key
Symmetric key: same key used for encryption/decryption
Asymmetric key: key split into private/public key

Public key encryption can only be decrypted via private key, while private 
key encryption can be publicly decrypted
Data hiding: data encrypted using a public key so that only intended 
recipient gets it, or use symmetric key
Data signing: 

Recipient can tell where data comes from and check integrity
Sender runs a one-way algorithm over the data to generate a hash
Hash is a fixed-length encoding (128 to 256 bits) encrypted with the key
Resulting signature is sent along with the data
Being able to decrypt the signature verifies sender’s identity (if he used 
private/symmetric key) and hash comparison verifies data integrity
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Encrypted Communication
(continued)

Asymmetric encryption is slow for encrypting/decrypting bulk data
Asymmetric encryption should be used to exchange symmetric keys

Prepare symmetric key, encrypt it with target recipient’s public
key, and sign it with your private key
Recipient can verify the message came from you, and is the only 
one to be able to decrypt it
Recipient can do the same to send his symmetric key
Issue is to exchange public keys to start with

Put each public key into a package or “certificate”
Sign the certificate with the private key of a trusted authority
Various Certicate Authorities are available (e.g., Verisign)

62

Secure Socket Layer (SSL)

Uses four-way handshake to build up trust between parties using 
public key encryption and certificates
Process ends up with the two parties negotiating a cipher suite and 
exchanging a set of session keys used for bulk encryption and data 
integrity
Two modes:

Mutual authentication: caller and server exchange certificates to 
establish each other’s identity
Server authentication: server sends a certificate to the caller to 
reveal its own identity
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Enabling SSL for a Web Server
Port 443 reserved for HTTP over SSL (HTTPS requests)
Server must install a certificate (Verisign or other CA)
Server configuration details are vendor specific
Client code needs to load a security provider that does SSL and must set a 
system property (example below uses Sun-supplied security provider):

Security.addProvider(new com.sun.net.ssl.internal.ssl.Provider());
System.setProperty(“java.protocol.handler.pkgs”, 

“com.sun.net.ssl.internal.www.protocol”);

Example: TomCat 4 beta 1 server (servlet 2.3 reference implementation)
Download/install JSSE 1.0.2 or later, and put JAR files in $JAVA_HOME/jre/lib/ext
Edit $JAVA_HOME/jre/lib/security/java.security, and add 
security.provider.2=com.sun.net.ssl.internal.ssl.Provider
Execute keytool -genkey -alias tomcat -keyalg RSA with a password value of 
“changeit”
Uncomment SSL HTTP/1.1 Connector (to run on port 8443 by default) in 
$CATALINE_HOME/conf.server.xml

64

Servlet Authentication

Declarative security rules specified in Web application 
deployment descriptor (web.xml)
Servlet container concerns:

Does the communication between caller/server require encryption or 
integrity
Are there authorization constraints for resources
Are there particular authentication requirements

Servlet only authenticates if a secure resource is being 
accessed while application-wide authentication is 
required and the container cannot figure out who is 
making the call
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Application-Wide Security Constraints
Following descriptor will prompt container authentication in response to 
HTTP GET http://someServer/secureApp/sales/salestargets:

<web-app>
<security-constraint>

<web-resource-collection>
<web-resource-name>

SalesStuff
<web-resource-name>
<url-pattern>

/sales/*
</url-pattern>
<http-method>GET</http-method>

<web-resource-collection>
</security-constraint>
</web-app>

66

Application-Wide <login-config>
Following descriptor forces caller to authenticate using basic 
scheme:
<web-app>
<login-config>

<auth-method>
BASIC

</auth-method>
<realm-name>homer</realm-name>

<login-config>
</web-app>

DIGEST and client-side certificate authentication are also 
supported
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FORM-Based Authentication

<auth-method> can be set to FORM to allow the Web application 
to define its own login pages
You would need to define a <form-login-config> with <form-
login-page> and <form-error-page>
You must use FORM actions as defined in the servlet specification

j_security_check, j_username, and j_password
POST as the FORM method
Upon detection of j_security_check, the container uses internal 
mechanism to authenticate the caller, and uses a session ID 
maintained via a cookie

68

FORM-Based Authentication
(inherent limitations)

Same limitations as basic authentication
Not secure by default

No strong authentication
Password passed in the clear

Can force the form-based login interaction to take place over a 
secure channel by specifying a transport guarantee for the secured 
resource.
Once the caller has been authenticated (by any scheme supported), 
the caller’s identity is propagated whenever a downstream servlet 
or JSP page is called
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Servlet Integrity/Privacy

Guarantee level of integrity/privacy for data passed between caller 
and server:

Use CONFIDENTIAL <transport-guarantee>  (user constraint)
Can tell who the call came from and check the data integrity
Can ensure data privacy (only intended recipient can see 
data)

Other possible settings
INTEGRITY (data integrity but no data privacy)
NONE (no data integrity/privacy)

INTEGRITY and CONFIDENTIAL imply SSL (caller uses 
HTTPS)

70

Securing Web Resources via User Roles
(applicable to servlets, JSPs, and other static content)

Container allows or disallows access based on the type of caller
Deployment descriptor is used to define roles for a given Web 
application

<web-app>
<security-role>

<role-name>Sales</role-name>
</security-role>
<security-role>

<role-name>Managers</role-name>
</security-role>

</web-app>

Access to resource granted if no authentication scheme is in place, 
the Web collection has no role-based security constraint, or the 
caller is in at least one role allowed access
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Securing Web Resources via User Roles
(allowing resource access)

Example:
<web-app>

<security-constraint>
<web-resource-collection>

<web-resource-name>
SalesStuff

</web-resource-name>
<url-pattern>/sales/*</url-pattern>
<http-method>GET</http-method>

<web-resource-collection>
<auth-constraint>

<role-name>Sales</role-name>
<role-name>Managers</role-name>

</auth-constraint>
</security-constraint>

</web-app>

72

JBoss.org Jboss 2.4.4-2.4.10
(security)

EJB 1.1 security model and custom security via security proxy layer
EJB 1.1 declarative security via JAAS LoginModules and Subjects

Business methods do not contain any security related logic

<method-permission> <role-name>employee</role-name>

<method>

<ejb-name>EmployeeService</ejb-name>

<method-name>*</method-name>

</method>

</method-permission> 

EJB 1.1 Custom security API
java.security.Principal getCallerPrincipal()
boolean isCallerInRole(java.lang.String roleName)
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JBoss.org Jboss 2.4.4-2.4.10
(standard ejb-jar.xml security elements) 

74

Securing Web Resources via User Roles
(advantages)

Java has no real notion of “identity” of the executing code
All security checks are based on where the code came from
Servlet container loads all servlet/JSP-related code

Origin of code in that case is tightly managed

Could replace Java security manager by one that checks system 
and server resource access based on behalf of whom code is 
executing
Role-based access techniques is easier

servlet/JSP never get to run if access is denied
No need to delay checks until the code attempts to acquire resources 
programmatically as it makes security administration more difficult, coding 
harder, and it executes unnecessary code
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Programmatic Security
Role-based security limitations

keeps access control configuration separate from servlet/JSP 
code
Programmers don’t need to write security-related code
Static and inflexible approach
Not possible to defer access check until run time or to 
dynamically reassign role membership at run time

More flexible approach
Define <security-role-ref> for each servlet in the application 
that uses role-based security, and call isUserInRole()
In the absence of <security-role-def>, the container defaults to 
checking against the list of <security-role> elements
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Programmatic Security
(other features)

Servlet can find out whether a request was made over a secure 
channel:

ServletRequest.isSecure( )
Servlet can gain access to characteristics of the secure channel:

ServletRequest.getAttribute( )
e.g., javax.servlet.request.cipher-suite, 
javax.servlet.request.key-size, 
javax.servlet.request.X509Certificate

Similar declarative/programmatic security applies to EJBs
Alternative is Java 2 security APIs and JSSE

Authentication, integrity, privacy
Key and certificate management and manipulation
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Java 2 Security
If basic authentication is too insecure, SSL is too heavy-
weight, and digest authentication is not supported

Develop security support using Java 2 Security APIs

Java 2 Security APIs
http://www.javasoft.com/security/index.html
Java Authentication and Authorization Service (JAAS)
Java Cryptography Extension (JCE) (encryption/key exchange)
Java Secure Socket Extension (JSSE)
Java Certification Path (J2SE v. 1.4 Beta)
Java GSS-API (J2SE v. 1.4 Beta)

Java 2 Plug-in Security/RSA Signed Applets:
http://java.sun.com/products/plugin/
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Pre Java 2 Security
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Java 2 Security
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Java 2 Security
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Java 2 Security
(secure application distribution using Java cryptography API)

Secure Application Distribution
Applications stored as a self-executing encrypted file
Only class file data is encrypted
Main executable file must be distinguishable

Four Phases
Packaging
Encryption/Decryption
Loading
Execution

82

Java 2 Plugin Architecture
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Java 2 Security
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.Net Security Service

Security provided by Microsoft Windows OS Services
Active Directory Service
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Security Policies in .Net Applications/Services

86

Part V

Distributed Object Computing
Today and NG
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JBoss.org JBoss JMX Infrastructure
(Versions 2.4.4-2.4.10 for JVM 1.3+) 

^
TomCat Servlet Container

Jetty Web Server/Servlet Container
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JBoss 3.0.6 for JVM 1.3+
(J2EE Support)

J2EE Specifications Support
EJB, CMP 2.0, JSP 1.2, Servlets 2.3, JNDI 1.0, JDBC 
2.0, JavaMail / JAF, JMS 1.0.1, JTA 1.0/JTS, JMX 1.0, 
JAAS 1.0

RMI 1.0 Support
IIOP
HTTP
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JBoss 3.0.6
(www.jboss.org)

Component Architecture
Basic EJB Container (low memory/disk space requirements)
Java Management Extension (JMX) Infrastructure
Plug and Play Services: JBossMQ (JMS), JBossMX JavaMail), JBossTX 
(JTS/JTA), JBossSX (JAAS), JBossCX (JCA connectivity), JBossCMP

Unique Features
Built-in SQL database server (Cloudscape not required)
Hot deploy, Runtime generated stubs/skeletons objects (distributed invocation 
enablers)

See References:
http://jboss.org/forums/forum.jsp?forum=159

Future: 
4.0 version – lightweight component model & Aspect Oriented Framework
http://www.jboss.org/developers/projects/jboss/projects.jsp
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WebLogic 7.0
(Features)

Web Services (SOAP and WSDL support)
J2EE Connector Architecture (J2EE CA) 1.0
EJB 2.0, Servlet 2.3, and JSP 1.2
XML Support: 

JAXP 1.1, SAX 2.0, DOM Level 2, W3C Schemas

JMS Performance Enhancements
Optional asynchronous I/O
Deployment descriptor editing utilities

Tuxedo Integration
Oracle optimizations, EJB caching improvements, etc.
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WebSphere 5.0
(Features)

Full J2EE 1.3 support
Message beans and container managed messaging
Connector Architecture (JCA) to connect single-phase 
resources such as CICS to two-phase resources like DB2
Web Services support
Enhanced security
WebSphere Studio Application Developer (WSAD)
Leverages IBM HTTP 2.0 service, MQSeries, and DB2
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IBM WebSphere Application Server (WAS) 4.0
(http://www.research.ibm.com/journal/sj/373/bayeh.html)
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IBM WebSphere Application Server (WAS) 4.0
(servlet engine)
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IBM WebSphere Application Server (WAS) 4.0
(JavaServer subsystem)
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iplanet.com iPlanet 6.0 (now Sun ONE)
(J2EE Support)

J2EE Specifications Support
EJB1.1 (partial 2.0), JSP 1.1, Servlets 2.2, JNDI 1.2, 
JDBC 2.0, JavaMail 1.2, JAF 1.0, JMS 1.0, JTA 1.0/JTS

RMI/IIOP 1.0 Support
IIOP
HTTP

References
http://wwws.sun.com/software/products/appsrvr/home_appsrvr.html
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Oracle 9i 
(J2EE Support)

www.oracle.com
J2EE 1.2 Specifications Support

EJB1.1 (partial 2.0), JSP 1.1, Servlets 2.2, JNDI 1.2, 
JDBC 2.0, JavaMail 1.1, JMS 1.0, JTA 1.0/JTS, XML

RMI 1.0 Support
IIOP
HTTP
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CORBA 3 Environments
See:

http://ditec.um.es/~dsevilla/ccm/
Implementations (mostly open source):

GOAL Group OpenCCM - http://corbaweb.lifl.fr/OpenCCM/ 
ExoLab.org OpenCCM - http://corbaweb.lifl.fr/OpenCCM/
iCMG K2-CCM (C++) - K2-CCM
MICO/E (Eiffel ORB) - MicoCCM page
JavaCCM - http://dog.team.free.fr/details_javaccm.html
TAO Group - http://www.cs.wustl.edu/~schmidt/TAO.html
IONA ASP (no CCM) - http://www.iona.com/products/
Other companies: Eurescom/GMD/Humboldt U, Computational 
Physics/Photon Research, Sprint, ONE, Siemens, Sourceforge MI-3 (“Mission 
Impossible 3”) and CIF projects (http://sourceforge.net/projects/cif/), etc.

See Session 3 Sub-Topic 1 Presentation on “CORBA 3”
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Advanced CORBA

See Session 8 Handouts:
CORBAservices and CORBAfacilities
Exploring CORBAservices and CORBAfacilities
CORBA 3 Detailed Overview
POA and CORVAL
Objects by Value over CORBA
IDL to C++ Language Mapping
DII, IR, DSI, and IMR
Using the Dynamic Invocation Interface (DII)
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Generic CORBA 3 Platform

100

K2-CCM Architectural Components
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Inprise AppServer Application Server 4.5.1/5.2

102

Part VI

Next Generation
Component-Based Engineering

and
Project Development Methodologies
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Towards Web Services

Plateaus of adoption 
Integration as an afterthought
Web services façades
Managed Web services and, finally
Paradigm shift 

Industry currently focuses on the second plateau
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Integration as an Afterthought

The current enterprise conjecture consists of a collection of self-
contained custom or packaged applications
Packaged applications may expose functions via an API  
allowing some level of point-to-point integration
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Web Services Façades

Adopting Web services first requires "wrapping" existing 
applications with a Web services façade
The resulting architecture resembles early EAI implementations, 
but provides the added benefit of standard protocols
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Managed Web Services

In most cases, package applications are not designed to enable 
the replacement of underlying services
As a result, the resulting Web  architecture remains a hybrid in
which some applications leverage common infrastructure 
services while others access their own internal services
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Paradigm Shift

In a true service-oriented architecture, all business services use a 
common set of business-neutral services for logging, notification 
and security 
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Challenges

Evolving standards 
Immature tools 
Semantic mapping 
Network reliability 
Performance 
Application ownership 
Learning curves
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“Agile” Methodologies

See Session 8 Sub-Topic 2 Presentation:
Sample Project Development Methodology

http://www.thoughtworks.com/library/agileEAIMethods.pdf
http://www.thoughtworks.com/library/newMethodology.pdf
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Part VII

Conclusion
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Summary
CORBA 3, J2EE, and .Net platforms all provide transaction and messaging 
services
J2EE JTS and JMS are very much used in the industry today
JMS provides a convenient API to topic and queue based messaging
subsystems
JTS/JTA specifies a set of APIs that may be used by Java application 
programmers and EJB server implementors
Declarative and Programmatic Security Services are Extensive in J2EE
WebLogic and WebSphere own ~65% of the J2EE application server market 
today
JBoss provides a light weight alternative to WebSphere and WebLogic and is 
Open Source
“Agile” project development  methodologies are more adapted to the 
component-based engineering  of custom solutions for industry verticals
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Architecture Frameworks

CORBA & Applets (e.g., VisiBroker, and ORBacus)
RMI-JRMP and RMI-IIOP
Web Servers (e.g., Apache), Servlet & JSP Engines (e.g., Tomcat,
JRun, WebSphere Client and Web Containers)
J2EE Application Servers (e.g., WebSphere, WebLogic, JBoss)
XML Parsers (e.g., XercesJ)
XML server-side POP frameworks (e.g., Cocoon 2/XSP)
XML EAI frameworks (e.g., WebMethods), B2Bi, BPM, LE, and 
EII
IDEs (e.g., JBuilder), and JavaBeans Development Kit (e.g., BDK)
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Assignment
Readings 

J2EE: Part IV Chap. 13,16,17, and Appendix E
Expert One-on-One: Introduction (cont.)
Selected readings mentioned in class or referenced in the handouts 
Handouts posted on the course web site

Assignment #3c: (submit report and implementation archive)
Provide a modified version of the application developed in assignment #3b. The 
modified application should use at least two of the following services: RMI 
activation framework, JMS, JTS, Java security, Jini as a trading service
Experiment with the Plants-By-WebSphere and PetStore Implementations
Extra Credit: Extend your application to use more services as listed above

Project Framework Setup
J2EE IDE: IBM WSAD, WAS, DB2
Java Plug-in, Java Web Start, Apache’s Xerces/Xalan 
J2SE 1.3.1, 1.4.0 or 1.4.1 (SDK)
IDE: Eclipse, NetBeans, Sun ONE Studio, JBuilder, Visual Age, Visual Café, 
Codewarrior, WebGain Studio, Oracle JDeveloper, etc.
Editors: JCreator, UltraEdit, etc.
Visibroker 4.5.1 or BES 5.2 
RMI-IIOP / Java IDL
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Next Session:
Java Enterprise Web and Application Enabling 

(Part I)
Summary of Previous Session
Traditional Web Programming
Java Web Programming
J2SE and J2EE clients
J2ME CLDC and CDC
Java XML Pack and JAXB
Security in J2EE Web-Enabled Enterprise 
Applications
Managing MetaData
Readings
Class Project & Assignment #4a


